Erasmus+ Blended Intensive Program (BIP)
« How can green practices be integrated into European projects? »

The staff week aims to give the participants simple tools and guidance to the concept of sustainability in European project.

Expected outcome
• A guide to integrate sustainable development practices into European projects.

Date: May/June 2024.
Location: University of Strasbourg.
Activities involved
• Interactive workshops with input sessions
• Individual, pair and group work
• Cultural and heritage trips within a group
• Workshops/conferences with the Erasmus + Agency, the European Commission and others
• Conferences on the themes of green European funding and the Green New Deal

REGISTER NOW:
https://unistra.moveonfr.com/form/65dde1fece6da2a280913cd/eng
Provisional program

| End of May (virtual activity – 3 hours) | • Presentation of the concept of sustainable development in European projects by the Erasmus+ National Agency.  
• Presentation of the different participants / discussion of various practices.  
• Presentation of the program for on-site days |
|----------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| 24th – 28th June (On-site activities, 5 days) | • Tour de table with international and national funding partners  
• Presentation of Unistra’s support services (International Relations Department, Sustainable Development...)  
• Presentation of the Climate fresk  
• Tour of the European institutions  
• Panel of conferences regarding the sustainability issues in the International Framework (Green Deal, Structural Fundings and Sustainability...)  
• Drafting and presentation of the best practices guide. |

**WHAT’S A BIP :**

The Erasmus+ Blended Intensive Programme (BIP) is a short mobility programme funded by the European Union. It enables staff to carry out a hybrid mobility abroad over a short period (from 5 to 30 days).

It combines :

• A physical mobility abroad (from 5 to 30 days), with  
• A virtual activity before, during or after the physical mobility.

Participants in an Erasmus+ Blended Intensive Programme **must be awarded** an Erasmus grant from their sending institutions.

To participate to our BIP, you must contact the service in your institution in charge of the Erasmus + Programme to apply for an Erasmus STT Grant.

**Contact :**

✉️ dri-short-programs@unistra.fr